Boat Crew Communication Capabilities Study

Mission Need: An effective and reliable internal-external communications capability for Small Boat crews.

**Project Objectives:**
- Determine performance needs and gaps in CG internal-external Integrated Communications Systems (ICS) across boat classes.
- Resolve BCCS Problems Documented in DHS IG Report
- Optional: Conduct field test and assessment of representative standardized ICS.

**Sponsor:** CG-7311  
**Stakeholder(s):** DOG, CAIT-SC

**Key Milestone / Deliverable Schedule:**
- **Project Start** .................................................. 27 May 10
- **BCCS Capability Gaps and System Test Recommendations Briefing** .................. 16 Jun 11 ✓
- IG Resolution Testing Expanded from Sta NLO N to MSST Kings Bay ......................... 30 Apr 12 ✓
- **BCCS Briefing on IG Resolution** .................................. 14 Sep 12 ✓
- **Project End** .......................................................... 12 Oct 12 ✓

**Project #:** 5203  
**Tier:** 3

**Expected Benefit:**
Direct Product Line/Core Technology Support (Tech refresh, DMS, etc)

**Notes:**

* Indicates RDC product.
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